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Ternary diffusion coefficients have been determined in the a 
and y phases of the Fe-Ni-P system. Using tl1c Boltzr:..ann-!~!.ata.no 
analysis as it applies to ternary systems (Kir1zaldy et. al. 1963), 
coefficients were calculated at 1100°C for 13 Ci p:1ase corr.positions 
and 7 y phase compositions. By running diffusion experiments also at 
1000°c and 900°C, activation energies arid Do values were Co::',putcd in 
"'l both phases for the major coefficients D~ 1 ( ';:>:..:: 1 , .• ; =? ~ --. •t::l)) ..... ~, ..... , .. c • 
. 
3t1d. 
Diffusion coefficients were mapped back into ti1cir corrcSi)O~ding 
Ct and y phases and constant diffusion coefficient contours were <lrt11-'"n. 
A nearly parallel relationsl1ip bet1..;een ti1ese contours and t:1c a and y 
phase solidus boundaries was observed for the r.1a3or I 
cients ni1 and n;2 (P=l, Ni=2, Fe=3). This fact signifies t:1at ;>i1os• 
phorous, although present in very small quantities (between 1 and 2.5 
wt.% in the Ct phase, between O and l ,.;t.io in .. ,, nt1asc) ' z- ) • lncreases the 
• tne 
diffusion rates of Ni and Pin Fe in a manner proportional 
ward sloping et and y solidus boundaries. Specifically, in they ?i~sc 
the addition of 0.5 wtotoP to an Fe-Ni alloy causes tt1e :11ajor coefficient 
-
3 n22 to increase 5 times over the binary cocfficierit, D .... N_ .. 1 • ""' "'' : .. -3 A 1 wt.%P, Fe-Ni-P alloy will produce a D?? value an order 
.......... 
,.....,, larger than its corresponding DF N. value. e1. 1. 3 The growth in n22 ;is a function of P% was less pronounced in the a phase. ~i diffusion was 
found to increase approximately 2-fold as the P content ranged fro:.n l vt.~ 
to 2 wt.% (constant Ni) in the a phase. 
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The temperature dependence for the a phase ternary diffusion 
coefficients (atom %) are as folla:.,.rs: 
3 
Dll(.SioNi,2.3%P) - + 3.09exp(-52,800 - 2,000/RT) 
• 
3 
D 2 2 (. SioN i , 2 • 3 %P) "'t" = l.88exp(-54,950 - 1,000/RT) 
The temperature dependence for the Fe-P interdiffusion coeffi .. 
cient is 
"' + DFeP = 0.290exp(-47,000 - 1,000/RT) 
The temperature dependence for the major ternar,y coof f icients o3 11 and D~2 in they phase are as follows: 
3 
+ Dll (l2i..Ni, •4Si.P) = 3.35exp(-59,800 - 3,000/RT) 
n;2(12i..Ni,.45%P) = ll.53exp(-75,000 ! 3,000/RT) 
n3 
= 13.04exp(-78,000 ! 3,000/RT) 22 (12io1'Ji, .45ioP) 
The "cross" or ''minor" diffusion coefficients, D~2 and D~ 1 ,;;ere also characterized in both phases of the Fe-Ni-P system. 
cross effects were negligible, and the D~ 2 and D~:. coefficients con.als• 
tently ranged from 1 to 2 orders 
sponding major coefficients. In they phase the ' . -- .,.. . c.~ .... ~···'"": ... o··.., .l...i..1..U~.i.. H 
• • t:ictr corre• 
3 
) affected by P (n21 ) was found to be particularly large whcrca.s n12 ~.ra-.a negligible. 3 At 110 0 ° C , D 2 1 var i e <l fr 0:-:1 t :1 e s cili"tl e m.a g n i tu cl e t o a r-. order 
of magnitude larger than its corresponding r:".ajor 
....... Both cross and major diffusion coefficients cictcr:,t:i:\c,: t;~ this 
paper were used in a sample calculation of phospl1ide grCJi'.1t:1 fr~ tl,e 
y phase of an Fe meteorite. Since D pp 
Fe Fe > > DN,·Np , previous analyaaa t. lI l. 
'k.: 
-3-
have assumed that Ni diffusion is the only important factor 1n phosphide 
growth. It has been shown in this paper that thi.s assumption is no 
longer valid. The diffusion of Ni 
are largely dependent on the 
'1 P Cone en tra tl.
. on grad 1.· en ts as 1· nd 1.· cat ."':1..,.1 ·o· '.1* .. ~ .. ":) l =~ - "-. ··• -.., .J - -, ~· ,t ,t ; - .: c- "" 
..... .... L.. ' • - u ... 0 L: .j ") ~. \.,. .,._; '- .... "' ... \.,, '"" .. .. ~ • 
The cross coefficient n21
3 was calculated to 
- .... 
significantly 




Practically all alloys of engineering significance contain at 
least three or more elements. 
fusion controlled processes such as homogenization and prcci~)ita.tion 0 
were calculated with the use of binary diffusion cocfficicrltS. 
necessity for understanding the diffusion bcha.vi.or of tr1rce or =.ore 
elements was pointed out by Darkcn's classic articlc 1 
lvletal Accompanied by Phase 01ange" \.:l1crc 11 for a system of r:.o::c • tn~, two 
components, it is no longer neccssa1--il~,r true that a given clcl:lcnt tends 
to diffuse toward a region of lo\·ler conccntrat10:1 c·vc:1 \ .. ·i thin a single phase region." In 1948, Darken2 verified this statc~c11t ~iti1 . " ... - . a;. ! : '": s :._ on 
experiments showing the effect of Si atoms on the act.ivit.y coefficients 
of C atoms in the Fe-Si-C system. 
Just as isothermal diffusion coefficients increase in binary sys-
tems with additions of the lower melting point element, tr1e sar:1c effect 
should be seen with ternary diffusior1 coefficients in ternary s)-stem.s. 
For example, from the Fe-C diagram., the addition of .s~~ C to pure Fe 
lowers the solidus temperature approximately 50°C. On th.c basis of rcla-
.tive melting points, it is then conceivable tl1at Si atoms at a given Si 
, concentration would diffuse appreciably faster in the Fe-Si-C system 
than they would at the same composition in the Fe-Si . . n 1 n a r\t s vs t cm. .. 
~· 
Cooling rates of Fe meteorites, which are iron-base alloys con-
taining Ni(S-30 wt. %) , P(0.1-1.5 wt. 96) and small a.11ounts of Co. c. 
and S, have been calculated using binary Fc-:'\i <lifft:sion coefficients. One can predict from the Fe-P phase diagram that additions of P to an 
• 
-s-
iron-base alloy system should also decrease the melting point tet:ipera-
ture of that system. Preliminarv calculations on the basis of rcl~t:vo ,,. 
melting points indicate an increase in the diffusion coefficient of Ni 
in y Fe at 1100°C by a factor of 6 with the addition of .S ·,,t.". l'. As a 
result, the ages of some of the well-known Fe meteorites could be con-
siderably younger than previously calculated. For this reason, the goal 
of this research was to determine ternary diffusion coefficients in the 
two single phase regions, a and y, of tl1c Fe-~i-P 
. 
diffusion experiments were run at 1100°C, 1000°c, and 900°C in ;i.;, effort 




A. Ternary Diffusion Theory 
J. S. Kirkaldy 3 has presented a very complete and concise ana.ly-
'Sis of ternary diffusion ir1 l1is 1970 publication "Isothcn:al Diffusion 
in Multicomponent Systems." TI1 e art i c 1 c 
scription of the phenomenological equations as ~ell 
summary of experimental methodologies. :-fost of the diffusion equations 
used in this thesis were obtained from the Kirkal<ly paper. 
Although ternary diffusion has basic diffcrc~ccs fro~ 11. -ait-
fusion in alloys, the analytical approac11 to cac..~ case is 
parallel. In a binary system dii-fusion can be adcqu.atcl,' cl1aractcri:ed 
by one independent coefficient known as • tnc 
n. This coefficient can easily be detcnnincd at \'ar1ou.s co::.r1os;.t1.ot.s by 
application of the Boltzmann-Matano equation, 
D(c) = -1/2t(dx/dc) , Jc'xdc C 0 (1) 
to a concentration-distance plot for either element of the binary systma. 
In a ternary system, four interdiffusion coefficients arc n,·eJl.·d i:1 .,. 
order to sufficiently describe the system. The reason for :his co::lpli-
cation is due to the interactio11s bct\•.ecn the tw~o independent cocp,onents 
such as C and Si in the previously <lescribc<l Fe-Si-£: ,. ~~·s· • -.-~,. "'C~. , Consco~nt-
• ly, what is known as "cross" or "indirect 11 diffusior. coefficients arc 
introduced through a linear extension of Fick's second law. 
4 In 1945, Onsager stated t11at for an alloy system containing• 
components., the diffusion of each component is linca.rl)' Jcpc11dcnt on all 
l 
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the composition gradients, or analytically 
m 
Jk = - ~ Dkn clcn/ax where (k=l,2 ..•• n) 
n=l 
I:t would first appear that a total of 9 diffusion coefficients are 
(2) 
:necessary to adequately describe a 3 element S)~stem and 4 coefficients 
for a 2 element system. Onsaacr simolificd couation (2) further by 0 4 0 I 
assuming that volume changes of mixing 
metallic systems. This assumption led to t.he t't•io fol lo~ ... ing conditions: 
and 
m 
E Jk = 0 
k=l 
m 
I: 3~/ax = 0 
k=l 




ac /ax n where (k = 1. 2 •••• m-1) 
'It :can <now be shown that a single Fick' s second law equation, 
is sufficient for analyzing a binary system, and only two extended 
Fick' s equations are required for analyzing a terna,ry systeo, na.c:.ely 
.. 
-and 









The numbers in these equations represent tl1e 3 elements in t.he particu-
lar ternary system of interest. TI1c number 3 ust1all)' is assigr,cd to the 
solvent of the system and nwnbers 1 and 2 arc 
3 two elements. The value D12 is then verball:· 
.. i" ..._ .,...ft - .. ; n· 1· n g \..' ~ ....... """·•~ll• • • '.· 
efficient of component 1 as affected by corrl1)onent 2 in t:1c sol vcr,t, 3. 3 3 
D11 and D22 are referred to as t11c "major•• or ndirect" diffusion coeffi-3 3 
cients and D12 and D21 are referred to as the "cross" or "indirect'' 
diffusion coefficients. 
s Kirkaldy, Lane and 1',1ason' s application of the binary Boltzmann-
Matano analysis to ternary systems can r10·."· be used to solve for the 4 
ternary coefficients in equations (7) and (8). 
detailed analysis.) Considering the initial and boundar)" 




·c .. ·c-x o) = c~ .. 1 , l., 
·and ass1uning 




C . ( _m 1 t) a C ~ 1 l. 
.c = c(A), where A = x/t~ 
equations (7) and ( 8) can be written as 













-·------- --------- - - --- ---· --
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Talcing the first integral of equations (11) and (12) we have 
and 
Jc~ Adc1 = -2(Df1 dc1/d.A. + Dl2 dc2/dA) 
C1 




Equations (13) and (14) have been used in the following fona for ca.lcu-
lations in this thesis: 
(1S) 
(16) 
Referring now to these two equations and Figure lit can be seen6 that 
for two diffusion couples there are four equations and four unkno1,;ns, 
soluble only at that concentration (c 1 , c 2 ) ,,t:ich is cor.mon to both 
couples. A sample calculation for this analysis will be illustrated in 
the Results section of this paper. 
B. Uphill Diffusion 
In 1949, Darken' s 
7 
diffusion experiments in the Fe-C-Si system 
showed the importance of the cross effects in ternary diff~:sion. 
Sncci-
.. 
fically, he welded together two Fe-Si-C alloys of similar C contents but 
varying Si composition. After 13 days of diffusion at l0S0°C the C coa-
position-distance profile has the appearance shown in Fig~;:;-c 2. ·n,c C 
inhomogeneity near the weld of the couple was controlled by the dif-
fusion of Si atoms. Si atoms increase the chemical potential 0£ C in 
-10-
Fe. As a result, C atoms redistribute themselves in order to maintain 
the equality of chemical potential or activity at zero distance on either 
side of the weld. This is the natl1rc of diffusion .. 
In 1963, Kirkaldy, Zia-Ul-llaq ar1d Uc,, B'\ ~ . f • 1 . 
·1·0;,;n ctcvc lopcc.:. tnc ana yt1c 
equations describing Darken's uphill diffusion effect. "'~ • + 
1. f 1 C" 1 r· .,. "~. ~ · ' • S " S •• , _ d~;,, d,. J .... 
stemmed from Fujita and Gosting's parabolic solutions of equation.s (7) 
and (8). 'Ihe solutions are 
C1 = a erf A/2./u + b erf A/2rv + C (17) 
and 
C2 :: d erf A/2./u + e erf A/2rv + f (18) 
where the initial conditions assumed are 
c1 (x,O) == c1 o and c2 (x., 0) = c20 for x>O 
and. 
c1(x,O) = c11 and c2(x,O) = c21 for x<O 
(19) 
.. 
The parameters in equations (17) and (18) are de fined further as: 
b - 1/2 ( c1o-c11-2a) 
l/2(c1o+c11) • ·c --
d - l/2D {D21(c1o-c11) -





~ A = x/t 2 
-11-
Kirkaldy, Zia-Ul-Haq and Bro\t1n indicate that there arc two :lajor 
requirements that must be satisfied in order to produce large cross 
effects, namely the ratio D22/D11 must be rnuci1 less ti1an l and c2a-c21 
must be large. Since in a Darken diffusion colrDlc cor:·.t1os it ion of .. .. 
component 1 (C in the Fe-Si-C system) is consta.r:t, th.c valt1c of 7~ct/'"ax 
will be approximately zero. For tl'1is reason and th.c intui ti \1C reason 
that component 1 is present in such small ar.1our1ts tl1at its effect on the 
activity of the Si atoms should be negligible, ti1c d/~~1 x~:)f: 
term in equation (8) is ignored. \~i th these approxi::.ations 1n z:,1nd, the 
maximum amount of "uphill" diffusion can then be calculated by 
(20) 
where ~=D22/D11 (See Appendix B for detailed analysis). From equation (20) one can see that the amount of upl1ill diffusion is directly related 
to the size of the cross or indirect coefficient, Df2. For cxaoolc, in 




co up 1 e (Fe= 3 , Si - 2 , c: = 1 ~: , I) : : = -! . S x 10 " .:::::. ,i I sec, 
and c20-c21 = 3.84%. 9 
- ,. ~ 
"l I 
.... . ' 
·~ ~ ti :·' L" C 4.6 X l1: 
4.8 
From Figures 2 ancl 3, le = .12\ and K(¢)==.3S. Cmax A value of .87 x 10- 7 cm 2 /sec for Dt2 was calcL1lated from equation (20). This value, about 20% of Df 1, certainly reflects the laTJ!C effect of Si 
atoms, component 2, on the activities of C at:oms, component l, in o>4 z· C • 
Preliminary calculations indicate that an upi1ill diffusion effect 












cross coefficient effect in the Fe-Ni-P system fol lows. In the Y 
phase, a Darken couple can be considered for diffusion at ll00°C with 
2 alloys of conunon P composition but 
P, 84% Fe vs. 8% Ni, 1% P, 91% Fe*. Tnc assumntions 
... 
the preliminary uphill diffusion calculations were 
= DFe 
- n - 33 X 10- 11 cm 2/sec lO NiNi - NiFe - . 
= DFe = n = (N D* +ND* )(l+dln YFe/dln NFe) PP PFe Fe P P Fe 
Since we will talk about values of 1'p and XFc close to O a.,-id 1 
respectively, yFe can be considered constant (f-icnry's lai .. ). Tncrcforo. 
3. cN. - c... = 7% Ni 1-co Ni +o:> 
.33 X 10- 11 The value of D22/D11 = = 3 x 10- 3 gives an excellent indica-1.1 X 10- 9 tion of possible uphill diffusion behavior. Applying the assu=.cd data 
·J. values to equation (20), we get 
Asswning we can detect a 6CP of.::_ 0.05% P, a o:~i of > 1. 74 x 10- 11 cm2/sec (as iittle as 2% of the major coefficient) is required to otlscr.·c a:l ~l?-
hill diffusion effect. The micropI·ol)c detectabilit;t limit for P ato=tS in a 2% homogeneous Fe-P alloy has been calculatc<l to bet .OS\ P a.nd 
will be discussed further in the ~licroanal)rsis section of the nr·occdure. .. 
*All percentages in this thesis will be weight percentages Wlless other-wise indicated. 
'Wft'eW ~------------ --··----
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For the a phase we can also calculate the cross effect for a 
Darken couple (2% P vs. 2% P, 1% Ni). 
1100° C had to be interpolated from di f fus i 0:1 cl:.~~ a:: ions f,o r P a:1d Ni in 
a Fe below 900°C. Using DFe pp 
.. •"") fl-'-
1 0 - 8 ;: / l. .:. ,~ : · C ·-- 3. 34 X C.~ SC C I iU" •. ,.·. -
.'ll.'tl 
10-9 cm 2 /sec13 and cN. -cN1 • = l~o Ni, we obtain;~= 1. _co ~ 1 +co , , 
s Fe 
= .331 x 10 DPNi. Since \tJe can detect 6c. ~;:rcatcr t.> ...... ..,x u f ...... c._-..., 
• tnan 
must be greater than 1. 51 x 10- 9 cm 2 /sec, S 9;,; of the r:.aj or coe ff i c.icnt Fe 
Dpp· 
C. Increase in D22 as a Function of P~~ 
The primary reason for conducting this rescarc..t\, as was indicated 
in the introduction, lies in the expected increase 
efficient Dl 2 over the binary coefficient DSiFc with additions of P 
atoms to the Fe-Ni system. this cxncctcd increase in olz .. t .. nal \-' .... i· c" , 1 '' l\. ., L LI. .i. ... } , 
is indicated from Sherby and Sinnad 1 s 14 general difft.;.Sior-. foroula for 
self diffusion in metallic systems, 
D = Do e - (Ko+V) (Toi/T) (21) 
where D :::· 1 cm 2 /sec, T is the absolute temperature of diffusion. To is 0 
the absolute rnel ting temperature, V is the valence of ti1c ::-.ct al and 
is a crystal structure factor (14 for BCC metals, 17 for FCC and 1tCP 
K 
metals, and 21 for diamond structure). Al th 0L1~~i-~ this cct1a ti on refers \.,,.-,, .. 
to self diffusion of atoms in pure metals, its general for::. ca.n be 
applied to alloy systems. For example, if the addition of a particular 
element to a metallic system, such as P to the Fc-~i system, lc:1..tcr,s the 
melting point of that. system, then the isotl1c1-r::al difft~si\.);: r:;.tes - .. 0. •.... •. ""' e· 4 1t..H 





specifically, the a phase solidus line in the Fe-P phase diagram (See 
Figure 4) slopes sharply do\~n\,:ard about 160 °C r,•li th ti1c addition of 1.0 
wt% P. As a result, 1100°C diffusion of ~i ator:1s :,n the LL :1hasc of a .. 
1% P, Fe-Ni-P alloy can be thougl1t of as 1260°C diff1.1sio:1 of :";L a.to::s 
in a binary Fe-Ni alloy. Since the a. pl1asc docs not exist abo\'C 9 l0°C 
.in the Fe-Ni system, the hig11er tcn1pcraturc ir1tcr<li ffus ion coefficient, 
DFeaNi' had to be interpolated from the a 1)hasc equation 
15 ~ = g g -61,900 uFea.Ni <910°C · e H.T 










where T = the change in the temperature of the Fe-P solidus cu,rve due m 
to additions of P, the lower melting point cic;::cnt, to Fe. 
Fe From equation (23), Table I, containing i)roj cctcd values of OXiNi 
as a ftmction of P percent at 1100°C, v.'as constructed. 
TABLE I 




.2 4 .. 10 
.4 6.03 
•. 6 8.86 
.8 12.50 1.0 17.91 1.2 25.66 1.4 35.00 1.6 49.00 1.8 66.28 2.0 88.81 2.2 119 .. 2 2.4 168.7 
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Preliminary calculations for the increase in 0)2 as a function of 
P content were also made in they , pnasc of the Fc-Xi-P S}'Stcm. Using 
16 Goldstein and Doan' s ternary isothc1-;:is for 
rough plot of the Fe-Ni solidus as a function 
was made for 16% Ni and 8% Ni (Figure S). From these curves, values of 
6T as a function of P wt% were obtained and substituted into a slightly m 
modified version of Goldstein and Ogilvie•s 17 equation for Fc-:..i binary 
diffusion 
76,400 - 11.6~i 
= exp(.0519 cni + 1.15) exp- 1373 + fiT 
r.1 
From this equation, Tables IIA and IIB were constructed showing 
th.e. increase in D!2 as a function of both P and Ni wt%. 
TABLE IIA 
3 
Calculated D22 (1100°C, y Phase) Values for 8\Ni as f(P\) 
(Ni=2, Fe=3) 
Wt% P 






.73 1. 8 
.• :3. 1.06 2.7 
.• ·4: 1.65 4. l 
.s 2.63 6.6 
.6 4.56 11. S 
.7 8. 79 22.1 
.8 18.S 46.6 




Calculated Di2 (1100°C, y Pl1asc) 'Jalues for 16\Ni as f(P\) 
(Ni=2, Fc=3) 
Wt% P 
Inc1·c asc in nl 2 
0.0 
.62 0.0 .1 
.79 l . 3 • 2· 1.13 l . 8 .3 1. 59 ., ... 
.... t) .4 2 .40 3.S .5 3.83 6. l .6 6.54 10.5 .7 11. 7 18 .. S , • 8 23.0 36 .9 .9 48.3 77.6 1.0 99.8 160.3 
:D. Fe Meteorites 
Using the Fe-Ni phase diagram as a rougi1 guide, the importance Fey of the DNiNi ternary coefficients to 0 :~ 
rates of meteorites can be sho\m. t-Setallic meteorites arc ba.sic~1lly 
Fe-Ni alloys (5 - 30% Ni) with small quantities of Co, P. S and C. 
From the binary Fe-Ni diagram (Figure 6), it car1 1)c seen that r:lctcor-
ites containing 6 to 27 wt% Ni are of two p:1ascs c1. . ... -, 11'"' -~ <II: .. r d..- i (... 'f 
(taenite). Upon solidification, t.he metallic core of a pa.rent r:ctcor·ite 
body consists entirely of the y phase. 1\ssuming a 10 \ .. 't\ Si meteorite 
after solidification, the a phase begins to tl1c tea-
perature falls below 700°C. From the lever 13.\ii of 1)r1asc diat:r;1z:.s ~ the 
y phase decreases and the a phase increases in quantity as tl1c tc:l;,cra-
ture falls below 700°C; however, the Ni contents of both. phases must 
increase. Around 600°C the diffusion of Ni atoras out. of the 'Y i1:1asc be-
comes very sluggish, and a sharp Ni gradient begins to develop along tho 
-17-
y side of the a/y interface. Figure 7 is an illustration of the Ni 
composition gradient across a tacni tc ban.d in a Breece ~ctcori tc. 
Using the binary DFeNi coefficient as the rate control:: ;1J: factor in 
the growth of Ni gradients of this kind, Goldstein a:1<l ()t:i lvic 18 have 
made cooling rate calculations for various Fe meteorites. 
Fe If DNiNi does in fact increase b)' a factor of 6 with the addi-
·t·ion of .5 wt% P to the Fe-Ni system ('I'ablcs II .. \ and I IB), a c.:)ns:dcr-
able increase in the cooling rates of Fe meteorites ·..;ill be r.otcd. 
Since the primary interest in D1 2 as it annlics to Fe meteorites " . 
is not at 1100°C but at temperatures bclo1.i.· 750°C, it ;,,:as ; - ··o r• n· t • o ... ~ ••• 1 .... a,, "' 
• 
determine a D and an activation energy for D1 2 • \•ii tl1 th~.: aid . )f (;.-:;ld-o 
stein and Doan's ternary isothc1-rns in the Fc-~i-P systc::-. 1 1t rffias, dt.~c.lded 
that diffusion experiments could be ru11 at 1100°(:, 1:~:-c 0 c, a:1d 900°C .. 
These experiments \-Joul d, however, be l irai t cd . ~ .. ,. . . ,, .. o c s·· .. ~. ') ,] .. .s ,~ .. -~ ,-,. ·-, · - •·· ~ · · :i. ... • O"" L .. L~ .... .l. •..•• _,,. ••t. """''"'''" ... •" ..... ti 
energies at compositions of .25 wt% Pin they phase • ana 
a phase (Figures 8, 9 ,10). T\tJo se1)ar~tc activation energies, one at 
__ 6 atom% Ni and one at -12 atom ?o Ni \.;ill be calculated. 
E. Previously Studied Ternary Systems 
A number of ternary diffusion articles have been published within 
19 20 . Kirkaldy et al ' nave 
the past few years. '" 
• • .. t "' .- -
.' • ,... ".'- 0 -- • -~ • , 1- -~ t O .,.. ,~ ., • " •• , c.:: 1 on Ct. C- , .... ,._ • , "'· • • t. 1.. • • i ~ ,. U _t ,., ,. t,. .:,. . ·. · 
coefficients in the Cu-r-.1n-Al and Zn-Cu-Al systcrr.s. .... . . ~ . . ··, , .. 21 ' l C· ·) 1""1 I ,,· • ·-. ~~ _, ' ' ~ ' ' '. ~- b .... i ..,.,, .i. u .,. .. i \.• 
-- • ·- .... Ill.,: 
' . 
have reported ternary coefficients in the single phase field of the 
! ..., Cu-Ag-Au system at 725°C. Also Vignes and Sabaticr ...... ha\fc calculated 
interdiffusion coefficients in the single pr1asc region of the ::c-Co-Si 
system at 131S<>c. The uniqueness of this particular research on the 











coefficients are determined in two different phases of an isotherm. 
Also, it is the first time that activation energies are assigned to 
interdiffusion coefficients. 
Both the Fe-Ni-Co and the Cu-Ag-Au papers were of particular 
interest in predicting and analyzing the data for the Fc-;'l;i -? s;,stetti. 
Vignes and Subatier present a rather detailed analysis of the effect of 
composition on the 4 interdiffusion cocfficic:~ts throughout the sinr.lc 
phase isotherm. They were able to show a rclativclv 
" 
between the solidus temperature of the alloy and the intc:nliff,,sion co-
efficient by comparing their iso-diffusion coefficient contours on the 
phase diagram to a plot of solidus contours for the Fc->;i-Co system. 
Ziebold and Ogilvie's paper contains an extensive analysis on the 
limiting values of both direct and indirect coefficients as a function 
of composition. Generally, given a 3 cler..cnt system, i-j-k, w·here k is 








k D .. 
11 
k D .. 
11 
(25) 
= D_t (jk) (26) 
where Dik is the binary interdiffusion coefficient between i and k and 
Di(jk) is the intrinsic or tracer diffusion .- ,,.... . .. .. 
COC!!lClCr:t ln . ' < I Q'-'° 41..Ji •• ' .,., • 
#' 
A similar analogy can be drawn for rf... For the indirect coefficients 
J] 







c . .....i..... 1-ro 
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k 
.D .. = 0 1J 
k 
D .. = 0 J1 
(27) 
(28) 
Each one of these limits was used at one time or another in the 
previous a and y phase uphill diffusion calculations 
example, in the y phase calculation, P \,;as assuracd to be close to 0\ and 
0!2 was approximated from Equation (25) by the Fe-Ni interdi ffu.sion co-
efficient, DF N.. In tl1e a pl1ase calculation, P '•·•as once ~i.gain assu::.ed e- i 
to approach 0% and Df 1 \'las approximated from Equation (2ci) 
trinsic diffusion coefficient DP(Fe). 
An effort will also be made in Section B of the Discussion to 
follow Vignes and Sabatier' s procedure in 1:1appi11g diffusion coeffi cient.s 




I I I. PROCEDURE 
A. Melting and Solidification 
The alloys for this research were made from Fe and Ni rods and 
red p l l.llilpS , all of 99 .999eo puri t>'. Figures 11 and " ..... • the a.!r\d y 4 .... snow a. 
phase fields of the Fe-Ni-P diagram at 1100°c. s . ~ ., ~"" --;. ........ .... .. __, ~ ~- . ... --4r , -11 on tncsc U,""C ... ,. .. Ji..):)(;\.1 .. .. 
are the possible diffusion paths and intersection no'~ n· ··s· . ' ,, ' . l--- - ... " ~ 
... 
coefficients could be measured .. These allO)' cori1positions (Table III) 
. . . 
for the diffusion couples \>Jere ch.osen in an c f:7 ()r~ 
ber of intersection points assUJning straigl1t lir:cd 
• o m '"' ~ ... 1· -
., ,... .,. 
.. ...,, c·"'-"" ~,' 11.-1 .. , ••• _._ .,. (.; lo.,; 4 nu.a-
between alloys. The pure components \-:ere \•,cigi1cd and J)laccd ir4 2 cl 
alumina crucibles. Each al 1 oy \•i as thcr~ .. . .. ' .. ~ -1n~uct1on mcltca 1n a ~o to 1, 
Ar to H2 atmosphere to m1n1mi ze C ar1d O co11 ta::-.i ;1 ~1 ~ion. In order ::o pro-
vide adequate m1x1ng for each constituent • t:1c 
.of shrinkage holes, all samples were held at 50°C above the 
temperature for about 5 minutes. ,\fter the 5 ::1i:1utc period, cac.~ 
specimen was rapidly cooled to the single ph~sc 
depending on the initial compositions, and held 
. 
..... -~ ,....,. ...,. ;""'t ~"-
... (.; t~ _.. lJ H 1 
~1 or y 
-
·-· - !'11!'\ _., V ,i, o.t I -
other S minutes. This step l1elped to limit the amou.nt of pr1osphide 
precipitation from the matrix. \\'ith the co::11)lctio:1 of this prclioinary 
homogenization treatment, the induction furnace 'rt·as turned off a:1d ca.ch 
sample was cooled to room temperature. 
B. Homogenization 
After solidification, each alloy had to undergo a thorougr1 homo-
genization treatment. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the local sci::-~·.~:;1.t. ion 
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the solidification of these alloys. Before homogenization, each sample 
was placed in another 2 ml alwnina crucible and sea.led \1ndcr vacuum (-25 microns) in a fused quartz capsule. 
of the samples during the heat treatment. 
'T':11. .; -= ..::_ .. c, ") ~\ ·,- • • • • ,-. ~, ...... , __ ; ___ - o- ~,_· __ 1· ,t ""ii t 1~ on--,l J . L .., .., \.. "-' " • ' .. '-· • '-• • • '- 1,..; \.• 
...... - u . .. 
·,; a. .. s 
used to prevent any possible P cross contarnination of sami>lcs. The u 
phase alloys were homogenized for 7 da)''S at l lOJ°C and 
alloys were homogenized for 10 days at 1100°C. 
the heat treatment, the individual al lO)'S ,...·ere 
. 
~ ., ..... , . 
.... ' ....... 
aucn c}\cd to • .. , ... -- ..... _. [~ ~-- ,_ -\.-""'•·•,'""'"'u 
• ture, mounted in luci te, and JJOl i sl1cd tl1 rougl1 1 / 4 r.1i cron di at:.ond 
alumina abrasive. After metal logra1)r1i c each s ar.~p l c was 
analyzed for homogeneity on the el c ct 1·on ;n i Cl"O~) rol> c . 
• 
and P intensity point cou.nts \-:ere taken for cacl1 single ' ,....,_ ,, • <.'. • • ·"* \ ,l.r.-J' C .. 
Si 
The samples were considered to 
data point.s 
be homogeneous 11 ..__ • tnc 




-_each single phase alloy. N ranged from 5000 counts for P to 
counts for Ni. If any sample \>.'as found to be inhomogeneous, conta.z:1i-
nated with o2 or C, or to have too ma11)' shrinkage i1olcs, it was dis-
carded, and a new alloy of the Once each 
same corr;oos it ion •,,; ~1s 4 
sample had met the homogeneity requirements, it \itas ' . cracxcd out --0:: 
lucite mount and thoroughly inspected \.;ith a macrosco1)ic viewer. If 
any lucite remained on the alloy, it \vas l"c:~:O\'e<l ·,.,· i t:1 s andnaoc r and re-
.. -examined. This final ~reatment was necessary to l)re\rcnt C corit~s.:::.ination during bonding. 
c~ ·Bonding 
The third major step in the experimental procedure was the bondina 






parallel slices with a diamond cut-off \r;l1cel.. The individual slices 
were then mounted in lucitc an<l re:~1,.)olish.cd tl1rouQJ1 1/4 micron diaoond . ..... 
After carefully breaking eacl1 s li cc out of 
alloys were pressure clamped together. 
made are listed in Tables IVA and I\'B. 
The ~ . .-- .- . r~ " ,. ". ·u· ..: l O' .. , ..... .t ... ,-4 . .J . •• 
in this experiment. Since the cocffi cicnt of cxoaJ1s1oi1 of stainless .. 
steel is less than that of the allovs .,. " "' t • • U S C ct l n t :1 'i S C ): ;1 C r l ::-. C n t 1 a co:a-
pressive force was insured at bonding temperatures. Thus 
was assured using this material. A th i n Pi e cc o f tan t al uo .... a.s :} l a.cc d • 
* 
couple to 
prevent any possible bo11ding. Each coup l c l.,; as 
tube and bonding took place in one l1our at 500°C. 
D. Diffusion 
Upon completion of the bonding treatment, each couple wa.s re-
leased from the clamp and the mild oxide coating ... ""nat 
bonding was removed with fine sandpaper. A couolc f,,;as fou.nd to be suf-• 
ficiently bonded if it could not be broken a.1)art O)c' ?1and. 111c couples 
were then put in individual crucibles and ,. d . r cs c a 1 c t.:.n ct c r 
quartz tubes for the diffusion treatment. Tables I\.:\ a11<l I\'B also g1\'C 
the temperatures and times of diffusion for all the couples used in this 
:research. After diffusion, each cou1)lc 1.it·as cut in half, 1)arallcl to the diffusion direction. Each half was tl1cn mounted in lucitc, polishc(i to 
1/4 micron and examined rnetallograpl1ically. After tl1is, all sa:.:;)ics 
were carbon coated in o:rder to provide an adequate conduction path for 




















































Diffusion Couples and Their Corresponding Diffusion Times 
· (a Phase - 1100°C) 
D i f f u s i o n C o u D l e s 
%P %Ni %Fe vs ~oP (!,Ni \Fe • .. -.., 
-
2 98 2 l 97 
2 98 1 1 98 
-2 l 97 1 99 2 1 97 1 .5 2 96.S 2 
.. 2.· 96 1 99 1.:-s: 98 .5 2 3 95 2: 98 1 .5 2 96.S 1 99 1.5 1 97.S 1, .• ,5 98.5 l 1 98 
·2 l 97 1 l 98 
.. ' 
. 
1 99 1 l 98 1_.s: 
... . . . -. 98.5 l 99 
( (l Phase 
- 1000°C) 
l .5 98. 5 1 99 1 99 1 .5 1 97.S 1.5 98. S l 1 98 
(a Phase 
- 900° C) 
1:.-.5 98. S 1 99 l 99 1 .s l 97 .s 1-.• -.5: 98.5 1 1 98 
.. 
Times(Sec) 
9.0 X 10-. 
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Diffusion Couples and Their Corresponding Diffusion Times 
(y Phase - 1100°C) 
D i f f u s i o n Couples Timcs(Scc) 
%P %Ni ~oFe vs. 
.5 8 91 .s 
8 92 
~s. 15 84 .5 
15 85 
l 15 
··: ·. ·-. 84 
5: 95 
1:2: 88 
l 8 91 .. 
•. s· 8 91 .5 
1: 8 91 




· .•. '5 
-8' 91 .5 
g· 92 
·s: 92 
.5· . ' 95 
(y Phase 
-
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2 .27 X 10 1 
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E. Temperature Control and Recording Procedures 
Tuo Heviduty, 3-zoned difft1sio;~ f· .. :r;13.ccs were used for the ho:ao-
genization and diffusion treat1ncnts in • • fl t n 1 s r cs c a r ct: . 
when properly adjusted, were capable of 1naintaining an 8" 
zone at 1100°, 1000°, or 900° at± 2°C or better. 
.. 
,. ' • .,--, ~ c· ,,,._ c 
............. i. . - ;;,t , 
A calibrated Pt vs Pt 13~\7 Rd tl1crr:·.oco~:~)lc, traceable to a certified 
:National Bureau of Standards tl1ennocou1)lc, \•;a.s used for all 
measurements. Figure 15 is a copy of the calibration cu:t'"'lc .: . ' ~or tn1s 
particular thermocouple. 
All diffusion treatments were moni tared \,:i th a chart recorder 
.c.apable of detecting a change of 1 °C in diffusion teoiJcra.turc. 
F. Quantitative ~1icroanal)'Sis 
An A. R. L. (Applied Research Laboratory) microprobe with a take-
off angle of 52.5° was used througl1out this • res ca re:--. . 
were analyzed simultaneously in each sa.'Tq)le \,.·ith the use of 3 spcc:ro-
meters. Spectrometer 1 \-Jas use<l for Ni Ka x-ra)'S, spcctroractcr 2 for 
P Ka x-rays and spectrometer 3 for Fe La x-r a)'S. TI1c 0;1c r;,t i n11 volt age 
used for this instrument v.'as 20 Kv. At l e as t 1 0 0 0 0 - .~. . . ~, • ". . ...... ~ t. . ~ :··~ .. i. -J \..U1...J. •• L .. '> ,,c ..... ,,_...,.. .. 
lected for each element per data point in order to coilcct s~atistically 
reliable data. 23 To gather this quantity of x-ray counts at the lo-' P 
contents measured, a sample current of .15µ 
20 seconds/point was required. 
• anps ana. a counting tim.e of 
Each diffusion couple was initially examined on the probe by run-
ning 3 or more scans (x-ray intensity vs. distance) across the diffusion 







probe by a motor at the rate of 192 µ/minute. If all the diffusion 
paths for a particular couple could be superimposed on one another. a point by point quantitative diffusion 
perpendicular to the diffusion front. 
required to form an adequate diffusion profile. 
a line 
Five homegeneous Fe-Ni allo:/s \•;ere tlscd a.s standards for t-he 
Ni Ka. and Fe La. x-ray data. ?--1e t co r it i c s ci1 re i b c ::-s i. t c: /' ··~ . ' • • " fli,, - h · .. , .. - ~ . ,. ·) ,._ ,,,..,,.... ~ t e ,, • '- • '\ .l., ) ..; • * • V ;..... 
-iron meteorite Cannon Diab lo, vlhicl1 contains 15. 5 '..;t·1 P, • L.• , S • • ,: --. t I """t C 'f"t,u,.. y;;)t,;'y .. -...;;1 
the phosphorous standard. BackgI·ot1r1d values for ~i .,;ere taker» fro:=. a pure Fe standard. Phosphorous back1;row1<l <lJ.ta \,;as t~1kcn ... . ::ro~ tnc par-
• ti cular Fe-Ni alloy that \,;as closest in corr,pos it ion to the di f r~:s i or1 
couple being analyzed. Since P Ka x-rays are higl1ly absor~)c<l i.:~ both Fe and Ni, this procedure brougl1t about a more correct value for P back-ground in the couple of interest. Data on ....he L'" 
before and after each diffusion profile in order to correct for possible instrumentation drift. 
• 
In order to make preliminary calculations of the amount of uphill 
diffusion, t.cPmax' expected from the Darken cou1Jlcs run in . . ... f"lr "' ~ ... ... .. .L .;-;, res ca re.~ (i.e. 2P vs 2P lNi and lP vs lP lNi in the a pliasc and lP SSi \~s lP 15Si in the y phase), a measure of the . ' m1 cro~J ro::> c detcctabilitv limit of Pin # ... Fe had to be made. This was done by calcuiating 
for Pin a 2% homogeneous Fe-P sample using the following 
Sc= 
n 
11 E (N. - N.) 2 /n-l 
. 1 ]. 1. 1= 
deviation 
(29) 
where n is the number of determinations of i, N. is the individual x-ray 1. 
-
count for a given time, and N. is the average of all the individual 1 
\ 
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counts. For a counting time of 20 seconds, Sc was found to be about 
± .05% P. In other \-lords, LicPmax hacl to be at least. 0.5\ t.o be detected by the microprobe (See Section B of Background). 
G. Data Handling 
All diffusion profile intensity data was converted fro~ the 
microprobe scalars to teletype tape at tl1c end of caci: di f:\:s ion profile point count. The data on tape \tJas then intCrJ)rctc<l . ')' .. ( " ,(/' 
punched out on computer cards. The data cards were then fed i:1to J. I. Goldstwin and P. A. Camella's electror1 . . . ;:11 c ro :1 robe corrc ct 1 on .. 24 llrograu . After the appropriate ZAF (absorptior1, atoraic n~-:-:lJcr, flt.o:rcsccncc) cor-
rections were made on each data point, 
...., -into a computer program \'.'rittcn b1' E. Lifshin . ..:.~ Th.is progra!l first 
converted weight percentages to atomic J)c1·ccr: t ~1~7.cs, a.rid then used a 
parabolic least squares equati·on to fit the 
curve. The main use of the program \.:as to calculate the ~·tat;1.r10 1:1ter-face for each P and Ni diffusion p1,ofilc. Figures 16, 17 ~,d lS graphi-
cally summarize the experimental procedures taken u;J t.1r1til th:.s ?Oint .. 
The best fit P and Ni diffusion curves for eaci1 counlc 1,•.crc then :1lottcd • 
• by hand on large grid (1" by l ") graph paper. 
files, a plot of C2 vs C1 was made for each diffusion cou::)lc. 1\ftcr 
composition vs. distance plots and C2 vs. C1 plots ~~·ere :-::adc for a.11 the 
couples, the diffusion paths of the couples \ .. 1erc !)lot tcd on • tnc tcrr,ary phase diagram to determine their points of intersection. Once ti1c com-positions of the diffusion profile interscctior1s were . . ' ' · • •• " .,,.._,._ 1 n H ,1 \,...i.l.:i....C ... ,, .. ..i.. '°"UI 









IV. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
A. Diffusion Paths 
Prior to any diffusion coefficient calculations, all diffusion 
paths were first mapped on the respective 1100°C ternary isotl'tcr::-..s. 
Figure 19 represents the diffusion patl1s of couples 1-12 in Table IVA. 
The letters a-n designate intersection points h·J1c1-c .. t ..... .,. ... , ·1 r- ~ L"'".i.. ...... , 
, 
. ·- . coc: :,:c.:.cnts 
were calculated. Figure 20 contains the 1100°C diffusion cor:~ot1rs in 
the y phase for couples 1-12 in Table IVB. Terna.r,y coefficients were 
calculated at points a-g. 
B. Calculation of Diffusion Coefficients 
Ternary coefficients marked by the symbol • in both a and y phases 
were calculated from the general diffusion equations (15) and (16), 
Section IIA. In order to demonstrate ti1c use of these cqua~:(::;s in 
determining the 4 coefficients, a sample calculation using • -, ")· h. -,. s c-. ;,... ·-t. f • '-It· . 
• 
couples 8 (2 atom %0 vs. 2. 7 atom %P, 1 atom ~~Xi) and 9 (2 atom \P, 
1 atom %Ni vs. 2. 7 atom %P) follo\'IS. The diff\.:sion . .-r"' ._, t" ;" S O •_ ,..;=._,, .... 
.. 
• tncse 
couples (8 and 9) intersect at 2.32 atom ~oP and .~4 ato:n ~s~i (;1oir1t c) 
and the 4 ternary coefficients are evaluated at this intersection. In 
Figures 21 and 22, the concentration profiles, atom %P and ~i versus 
distance for each couple, are plotted. The ~1atano ir:terfacc is calcu-
lated independently for each of these curves using the fact that c+ + !Co xdc = 0 where C0 and C are the terminal compositions for either 
the P or Ni curves. Since the total number of atorn.s/unit volt.w"11e for each 




curves in each couple should be at the S~7*c position. 'lbis condition 
serves as an internal check on tl1c o t1 :.i l it·,· of t :1 c data ob ta inc d. . , 
Once all 4 Matano interfaces have been dctcr::-.i ::cJ, • '''" : ..... -. .... o·· --on \..i,l,(.; I... ..... ~ ... 
composition bet,-1een the 2 couples (point 0 , , ., •. -.. ... •• <.Jo ,~ ·;.J ,-.ii 
is located on all 4 composition cur\'CS. Referring again to Figcrcs, :!l 
and 22, the 4 slopes, dc1/dx, dc2./dx, dc"!/dx, c· refers to 
couple 8) 
JcNi and o cN. 
1* 
re~) 
along with the 4 integrals J! .~. x<lc, 
cp 
xdcN. are determined at the common compositions and substi-1* 
tuted into the following equations (Equations 15 and 16) for each couple. 
~l = -1/2t dx/dcp 
xdc 
p* 






= 022 + 021 dcp /de. .. 
• Nl.• 





Instead of taking the ratio (dc2/clx)/(dc1/dx) dircctl)', the 
dc2/dc1 values were obtained from a separate plot of c 2 '/S. c 1 .. This 
procedure minimizes the error involved in calculating slopes. The 
times of diffusion for each couple are indic3::cd in :=igurcs 21 and 22. 




Slope and integral values for intersection point c (Q phase) 
(P=l, Ni=2, Fe=3--atom %) 
l.8%P vs 2.6%P,.95%Ni 



















-1/2(44200)(1/ -9.09)(l.o74xio l. of 1 
- 2.22 Dl2 
ari;d 
-3 4>1. = -1/2(44200)(1/ -10.42)C9 -9 isx1o > • ol 1 + 1.92 ofa 
Solving the system of equations for Di1 and Df2. 
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and 
-10 2 = -6.28 x 10 cm /sec 
:$µbsti tuting the appropriate values into equations 32 and 33 we get. 
and 
It should be noted that the quantity' dx/dc. on the left hand l 
side of all 4 equations is al\.;ays substituted as a In 
other words, all 4 diffusion curves should be left adjusted for anal)~sis 
from the high P and Ni contents down to tr.c lo\•l P ili,d Si contc:1ts (the 
P curve in Couple 9 has been dra\-1n to illustrate t:1c cx;1ct i..:i f:-~·~ion 
characteristics of the couple and is not left adjusted fro::~ t\:_;::1 
low P). Integrals are then taken from tl1e low P a.nd ~i contents 
~i, c; *• c~i) to the particular conccnt:-ation of interest along • tr.c 
~ 
individual curves. It is important to realize tr1a.t x in t.hc tc;-:".-. , :~ de 
, 
represents the relative distance bet\tJeen the curve and tl\c ~1tata,r,o ~r,tcr-
face (x - xMatano). For example, taking the Ni profile of couple 9, 
cN. (Figure 22), the 1 c~. (x - xMatano)dc will steadily increase until ~i 
1 
is on the left hand side of the ~1atano interface. At this time the 
re .. quantity (x - x., t ) becomes negative, and tl,e value i ~1 (x-~,.... . )de Ma ano Jc\.~. • .... tano 
., l begins to decrease. 




·on the physical relationships of the diffusion curves. In other words. 
d~i/dcp in couple 9 is positive, whereas dcNi*/dcp• in couple 8 is 
negative. 
In Figures 19 and 20 the symbol O 1s plotted on the constant 
P paths in the a. phase and the constant ·Ni patl1s in the y i)hasc. Also, 
¢ is plotted on the constant P Darken cou1Jlc ( 10) in the y phase. These 
symbols refer to points where the binary' ~!at:1r10 
calculate the major coefficients Di 1 and 0] 2 • 
ana: ';si s was used to " 
First, it .. "' .. ' snot;.:.(: b c 
noted that the constant P Darken couples (1 and 11 in tl1c c1 i)hase, 
· and 10 in the y phase, Figure 20) s}10\.; no upl1i 11 diffusion 
effect. As discussed in Section IIB (Uphill Diffu.sio·n; t;1:s ::~c;1ns that 
<.OS wt% and that Dy 2 • <l.51 10- 9 cm 2 /sec . .. -." C • - - .. J 
C l.S X in 
... 'I, ,CL :1:1 J..S C .. 1.....u Pmax 
• 
<1.74 10- 11 cm2 /sec • the phase. Since ac /ax esscntia.11)" c,aual 
X 1n y lS 
4 
to zero, the D~ 1 dcp/dcNi term in equation (32) can be neglcctcdi and 
Di 2 can be calculated using the binary Jl!atano cauation. ~ the 
constant Ni Darken couples ( #10 in the Cl phase, ~ 11 in the 'f 1)t1asc) 
showed no Ni uphill diffusion effect. For this reason, and the fact 
that the measured Df 2 coefficients \•1ere consistently· 1 to 2 orders of 
magnitude less than their corresponding or 1 coefficients, t:;e :c::: 
D? 2 dcNi/dcp in equation (30) ,o1as considered insignificar,t i:1 t:1c con-
stant Ni couples. Therefore, equation (30) can be used to solve for 
Df 1 in regions where the Ni content is const~1t. 
The symbol x in both a. and y phases denotes points of inter-
section between an S-shaped diffusion curve and a constant Ni region of 
another diffusion couple. Two coefficients, Df 1 and D{ 2 \!.~ere ca.lculatted 
at each of these points. Referring to equations (30) and (31) and 
• 
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couples 8 and 9 in the y phase isothenn (Figure 20), a qual i tati\fe 
demonstration of the D~ 1 and D~ 1 calculation follot,,.·s. ; - 1dc· ..... o !.,,.\..,,·; i i't')-
. '.. t for couple 8 at the intersection \a/i th couple 9 (point 
·'l so .:ro- • h·· c· ',~ • ·.~ o /~ I. ._._. 1.. t •'•U \. "Mi 
analysis values to be given later it can be seen • occn 
measured to be much less than Di 1 in the 
. 
" ..... -tt· 'O"' (; '-i "'" '!,. ... •• 
• (30) can be thought of as approxii:1atcly equal to O. •. b '-ncn e 
easily calculated from equation (30). Subs ti turi r:~r 
ti. .. '.\ 
' ' • h • ..:: \... ..... .,_:, value along 
with the dcNi*/dcP* value from couple 9 into equation (31), 
also be detennined. 
C. Diffusion Coefficients 
All the measured diffusion coefficients a.re tabulated as a 
function of composition in Table VI for the a phase and Table VII for 
the y phase. 
Note that the a phase major coefficients of 1, Dl2 differ froa 
each other by only a factor of 4 \-:hereas the ~( . .A- ,,"4 .. .. coctt1c1cnt.s • "') ,, ... ·• ~. 1 • ~ uS e 
differ by a factor of 70. The cross coefficients Dt 2 , o1 1 in :::,~c :1 
phase are relatively negligible in that tl1ey both are frora l to 2 orders 
of magnitude less than the correspon<lir1g rnajor coeffi cicnts. In the y 
phase, the oj 2 cross coefficients are ncglit~iblc rc::it::.vc to the direct 
coefficients Df 1 ; however, the D1 1 values \~aT)' fro;n the sar..c order of 























Measured Diffusion Coefficients for the a Phase 
(l=P, 2=Ni, 3=Fe) 














































4 . . 10 
4. 3.1 
4.69 
~ ' "\ 
:'.) • l l1 







-6. 2 S 
16.b 




-11 .. : 
-9.75 






.... - ... 
-!> .. ,~"l 
l - ... . .'.\ 
V'r .,, 
- tf . ..,,. ...... 
-11. 6 
-1. 7 S 
S ... - • ;/(J 
.... 1 '. . ~ •• .!) 
3.66 
D£ 2 coefficients from constant P Darken couples cacP/ax 1: 0) in CtA2/sec 
") so 1. 86 
.10 - . . 
-
.... ~. 
..:, . 'I J 1.86 
.30 ... \..• 
- - •") 1.86 • 70 ..:, • _) V 
- ... ) 1. 86 
.90 ~.::,~: 
-
-o :, 3.70 







Binary DFeP coefficients from couple 12 • a12 /sec 1n 
1.95 




Di 1 and Df2(cm2/sec) from points of intersection of constant Ni Da.rken couple (d~i/dx=O) and an S-shaped diffusion pat.h. 
2.50 
































-1. 4 S 
900°C Coefficients in a Phase (cm 2 /sec) 
c2 (atom%) 
.69 4.79 1.26 












Measured Diffusion Coefficients for y Phase 
(l=P, 2=Ni, 3=Fe) 
1100°C Ternary Coefficients (a-g in Figure 21) c.m 2 /sec 
Code c1 (atom%) c2(atorn%) .,_ . . D4 x1·· .. ;. 2 2 • .. ) . t .., D .. !,,1·· .. ' -, ' ;; :,, . .'· • ~·- #,... ,.... -
a 
.44 6.80 7.24 1 r) :- 39 -• \c ,) • b 1.03 9.00 9 . 91 '? ,_,, D 
-1 ... ._ ~ ,, .... . - • 4 C 1.06 9 .55 9 . 95 ? 70 
-... 
... 0, 
-.>. ~. d 
.97 10. 70 9 .66 1 14 
- .04 • :e: .90 11.50 10. 14 1 -.., • I I ., ·o ... ~ 'f' 
.92 12.00 10 .30 1. 92 2.51 ·g 
.48 13.60 10.47 l. 81 10.53 
-
.. .. 
- ;'.. . :.- J. 
l ') ,~ 
.... '\i 
1 ..... :>..) .. 
-20.3 
"1 ; , 
- .· f>·• -... 
-,., • "" 
.. .. ~;) 
13 .. .. JI .. 
Dl2 coefficients from constant P Darken couple, 10 ( ac;,/ox•O) in aa2 /sec 
1.70 8.40 3.08 1.70 9.60 4.04 1.70 10.70 4.48 1.70 12 .1 S 4.82 1.70 13.00 4. 87 






























·Tab le VI I ( continued) 
3 
coefficients from constant Ni diffusion • of various couples 
D11 
regions (d~i/ax = 0) • cm2 /sec. in 
Code c1 (atom%) c 2 (at o rn ~o) Df1xl0 10 D]2xl0 11 0?2xl0 12 ol sxl0 11 
.04 4.70 ? l '" 
-· 0 
.04 7. 80 3.00 
.13 12.20 7 ,,-• uJ 
.28 4.70 6 ., ~~ ..... .) 
.29 7.80 7.50 
.36 12.20 g ... ..-
. ~~ 
.4 7 7. 80 8 q4 
. -·-
.51 4.70 7. 98 
.62 12.20 10.6 
.68 4.70 9.0 1.30 7.45 12.0 1.55 7.45 13.0 1.74 14.20 16.S 1.76 7.45 15.S 1. 85 14.2 20.6 













1000°c Ternary Coefficients for 
c1 (atom%) c2 (atom~o) Df1xl0 10 
.49 5.64 1.44 





Phase ( cm 2 /sec) 
D 3 ! ., 
_ 22xlO" ... Of2xi0 1 J 
1.50 
-1. 69 
2 .58 13.6 











1 .. 1 2 
1.78 
0 3 xl0 11 - l 2 
4 .. 75 
-.72 
DJ 1X10 1 1 
l ~ ") 










D. Temperature Dependence of Diffusion Coefficients 
After calculating the diffusion ,,,.... - . . C, _....., (·• <:>· •· ' L- ~ ;"\ n• S u ........... J. J,.,.,_. '- in both phases. 
lnD vs. 1/T plots were constructed for al 1 :j:aJ or 
Fe-P interdiffusion coefficients for the a phase • • • ., r .-. ~ ". ' 1' o·· .... , .• ,.; " ~ U. 'I..- ~} .i. . ~ \. ...., U .._ • 4 .. 
The 
23 for 3 different P compositions 1. 95 atom'?~p. 2 .0 atom~iP, and 2 .. 2ato:=\P 
(couples 12-1100°C, 13-1000°C, and 16-900°( in ' tnc a pr1asc) . For co::-
parison purposes, Gruzin and ~tinal's intrinsic diff1...1sio:·1 cocff:c:c;:ts 
·-
for Pin Fea, Dp*(Fe) are also plotted in Figure 23. .. I ~"'"\ 
l/ "'" ..... 
.. l"C 
~otc that 
in a increases consistently with increasing P co11tcr1t. This fact is 
consistent with the lowering of the relative nclting point of the Fc-P 
system with increasing P percent. The p 1 o t o f t :1 e D ~) ( .. ,.. ) : :-c is much below the line for the a Df1 values. This ,.. -cttcct • can De 
attributed to the fact that tracer diffusion is csscntia.11}' diffusion 
of Patoms in 99.99% pure Fe and the relative melting point effect is 
negligible. 
The a phase ternary major coefficients of1 and 0!2 at 2.3 ~ .02 
atom %P, .5 ± .1% Ni (couples 8 and 9 - ll00°C, cou?les 14 and 15 -
1000°C, and couples 17 and 18 9 0 0 ° C) are p 1 o t t c <l i n Fi f: i..l r c 2 ... • The 
3 
-
binary interdiffusion coefficients, D11 = DFeP' for 2.2 ato::. ~ .. 0 are 
also plotted in Figure 24 in order to show 
interdiffusion coefficients to the tcn1~ry 
• tnc relationship of the 
coefficients. In 
-Figure 25, ln D~2 vs 1/T is plotted for 2 different "( .. 1} •.• , <(,_~ " --~ o- "'10· s ; • 1· on• ..... i._. (; \.,. ........ . ..... I,,., . i .... ,. .. . 
· 12 ± 1 atom %Ni, .45 ± .OS atom %P (couples 3 and 4 - li00°C, ~ . Co.~""') . '""S 
"-".. A, 'lo,.· . 
• 
13 and 15 - 1000°C, and couples 17 and 19 - 900°C) and 6 ! .5 ato::\Si, 
.48 ± .02 atom %P (couples land 2 - 100°C, " Co' u-·" : ,-. s .. ) ..... '-" ... ., 
.. 16 - 1oco 0 c, 








(1. 7 atom%P) Darken couple are also plotted for increasing Ni contents 
(8.5 - 13 atorn%Ni) in Figure 25. Goldstein and Ogilvie 1 s equation for 
binary interdiffusion, DFeNi is also l)lottcd in Figure 25 to sha• i~.s 
relationship to the calculated ol2 values. 
The binary interdiffusion coefficient detennined in this research 
at 12 atom%Ni for couple 12 ( 14. 7 ato;:/'.J~~i \'S also 
plotted in Figure 25. 
the Goldstein-Ogilvie value at 12 atom %Ni (1100°() qualifies t:1c cv::-
parison of the D~2 values to their data. TI1is figure conciscl)· st:..,-
marizes the effect of P and Ni 
Fe-Ni-P system. Not only does P increase the <li fftLS ioa rates ()( ,\i 
, but also Ni increases the rates in a manner directly I>roportional to 
Goldstein and Ogilvie's diffusion equation for ~i in tr,c Fe-Ni system. 
Specifically, it can be seen from Figure 25 that the addition of 1. 7 
atom%P to a 12 atom%Fe-Ni alloy increases the Di2 coefficient a.l:::ost 
exactly an order of magnitude. 
In Figure 26, the major coefficients 0J1 are plotted vs 1/T for 
the same Y phase cross compositions as in Fi gurc ') ::: .... ...., . 
Minal equation for P tracer diffusion in Y Fe is also plottcJ i:'1 Figure 
26 for comparison purposes. Note that the tracer diffusion. li11c docs 
not lie below the line detennined for of 1 at 12 atomS.~Ni and .,is ato11\P 
as the relative melting point theory \.;ould J)rc<lict. It also app-c:1-rs 
from Figure 26 that Di1 increases with increasing Ni t)crccnt .. 
• Tho 
questionable data point for the 6 atom~~Ni, . 45 atom\ composition 












The activation energies Q and D values were calculated for each 0 
straight line drawn by hand and tabulated as a fuJ1ction of co::posi~ion 









Measured Q & D Values for a Phase 0 
Coefficient Q 
Dpr. 40 000 
·c , Dpr, 
t· C 4 7, .; 50 
n;r 
·e 4 7, 3 so 
o-PFe 4 7 100 • • 
.so Df 1 51 " 110 .... ,v\ 
.so 3 D22 54,950 
-
-, 7.lxlO 





• Tracer diffusion coefficient of P atoms in Fe as determined by Cru1ion and Minal. 
TABLE IX 
Measured Values of Q & D for y Phase 0 
c1 (atom%) c2 (atom%) Coefficient Q Do 
-6 ..... 76,330 4.31 D '* ~· .. , l l· C 
12 o;.c * 76,250 s.ss ~ l ,· C 
Pure Fe 0 rFc ·;- 43,700 .o l 
.5 6 DJ 1 Li 
.:5: 6 3 D22 78,000 13.04 
D!1 .·4.5 12. 5 59 • 800 - _ .... ..) • .:, :::> 
.:45 12.5 Dl2 75 000 , 11 . 5 3 
* Fe-Ni interdiffusion coefficient detennined b1r J. i. Golds:e.t.,1. 
" 
t Tracer diffusion coefficient of P atoms in y iron dctcr.::incd by Gru1in and Minal. 
fl An activation energy and D value was not obtained for the ol 1 y phase coefficient (6 atom%iqi, .5 atom~~P) due to the ba.d data point a~ 900°C. 
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V. DISCUSSION 
A. Diffusion Composition Contours 
The diffusion composition plots (Figures 19 and 20) when ana.ly·:ed 
'6 ·in conjunction with Kirkaldy and Bro\-.'n • s- 10 general thcorcr.:.s for 
ternary diffusion in single phase rcgior1s, yield considerable qualita-
tive infonnation regarding the nature of diffusion i~~ the :=e-Si-P sys-
tern. By plotting these contours on the ternar, isotr1crr.1s oric . 1s csscn-
tially eliminating the factory in the diffusion equation 
J
Cl (13) -1/2 
cY 
Al though the distance and time pararneters have been discarded, 
certain qualitative kinetic information can still be inferred fro= 
these plots. According to Theorem 7, 
"A pa th in a sing 1 c - p h as c l"'C g i on in \.;h i d1 t l1 e off-diagonal (cross) cocfficicn~s zLrc n(·/:1:.--::ble '11,·ill always be S -Shc··1 1.:.·-Cu1 • ·1··1'1c-·· u·1 ·• • ..,~ ·1· .,,,.-, ,. • ',.--"·-,.,~ .: •-·-· j ,.,. L- . ..... C .,__ l_., ... '- t,,,,..~ L ..._ + ... ,_ ... .. ''-" ....... '-,-, :I . . 
. will increase \·;ith i11crcasi;:_; t..:i :~i~L·:·(_·:-:(,,__· ·:·,·t·,,,ecn '-' 
-~ " 
the two (direct) diffusio11 coc::-i~icic;:ts. ,, ... o 
In the early stages of this research sclcct:ion of compositions 
for the various diffusion couples was rnade on. tc1c basis o:~ stra.1iht 
line diffusion paths between terminal compositions ( Fi r:u.rcs l i and 12) • 
From this assumption 14 sets of ternary diffusion coefficients were 
expected from they phase. -,6 Accor<lir1g to Kirk:.il<ly· & Brown's 6th thcorca~ 
straight line diffusion takes place, assuming the ~.. - .. . cross cc,c: : ;, c: c n :,_ s a.re 
negligible, when c10 = c11 or c20 = c21 (Darken couple . . . \ conu1t1ons) or 
when Df1 = D!2. Since D12/Df 1 = .014, and large cross effects occur in 




were developed in regions where all 4 ternary coefficients would be 
calculated. Couple 9 (8Ni .SP vs lO};i lP) is a good cxaniplc of this 
effect. The S-shaped diffusion zone tr1at ,,,:as obtained crossed onl)f t.he 
straight lined diffusion zones (constant ~i) of cot1;)lcs 7 
should be noted that in the a. phase the S-shapcd profi lcs 
It 
ter-
nary couples crossed in all those cases predicted by straight line dif-
fusion paths. 
The S-shaped contours in the a phase (Figure 19) sllow less 
-deviation from the straight line diffusion bcl1avior (Df 1 = t)l") than i.n 
the y phase. This is consistent h'iti1 tl1e fact • tnat 
is much closer to 1 in the a. phase (0.25) (O. 01 .. ~). 
The straight lined regions of the contours in the -411 • :,- • "'(·. 1)·. ,, .• l <:. C 1 """ --~ l - . ' ~-· • · J t ilU.-, ,~u. ~LAI,.'-" there 
is a large amount of P diffusion that takes place relative to tr.c Si 
diffusion. 
The ratio of D22 to D11 provides a numerical indication of the 
-s-iz.e of cross effects expected from a system (Sec Section II:\). If 
D22/D11 <<1, the cross coefficients sl1ould be large and if D22./D11=l 
they should be small. In the a phase D22/D11:::.25., and as a result both 
Df 2 and D1 1 were found to be much less t11an their corrcs;10;-..J.i:1i': :::ajar 
coefficients of 1 and D~ 2 • In they phase, the ratio D22/D11 was 
generally found to be 1/70 or .014. Alth.ougl1 Di2 ,..,as predicted to be 
significant, experimentally, Df 2 was detc1-:-:1irn:.:d to be rnucl1 less than 
Df 1 ; however, the Di 1 coefficient was fot1nd to be significant. in thJ.t it 
was generally >D£ 2 • Although the cross coefficient l)i1 is large, no 











A similar equation to equation (20) for the uphill diffusion cross co-. 
efficient of 2. (Section IIB) can be \ .. tri ttcn for Dl 1 as fol lows: 
6cNi = K($) D~1/Df1 (c10-c11)/2 where$= D22/D11 (34) max 
The value of K(~) = D~2/Df1 is the same for ~cXi as it was in the 
~cPmax calculation for the y phase constant P Darken caurJlc, "10 (See 
Section IIB). A sample calculation illustrating \•it1)' a .:',.csi ·,,.as not 
- ~l .( h,,jQ.,,. observed in couple 10 follows. Using¢= D22/D11 = 0 l .:1 C • • - _... • • ::i ·1 8 • -r , • ..I ...... jj It • 
atom% (couple 10) and the measured value Df1 = 1.05 x 10-'1 c.0 2 /s (pt .. g) 
equation (34) can be written as 6cNi = .72 x l0:1Dd1. 
max bility limit for the microprobe measurements of Si in a 
geneous Fe-Ni alloy was determined to be + .1 ~;;~i. Tnereforc Di: i1ad to 
be >.1/ .72x10+ 9 = 1.39 x l0- 10 cm 2 /scc (rou.;:;:tl)~ 9-1/2 tic:,cs n!:). Ex-
perimentally, it was found that D~1, alth.oug:1 rcla.ti\~c1 1~ 
If a ; ;~ ., ..,- ~.. ii .. .. , .. ~ Ji 4 .-.. ._ .. . couple 
could be made in the y phase at 14 atora% constant Ni but 111·i tl1 c; 0 -c 11 • 
3 atom%, a Darken effect coule be seen. ,\lso if a const~1r1t Ni Darken 
couple were made in the low Ni regions of tr1e ,. . ~ "( p n as c , t n c 
limit for Ni on the microprobe would be improved, and a Ni Darkci, effect 
should be observed. 
Couples 7 (8 atom%Ni, 1.6 atom%P vs. 12.2 atom\Ni, 0'.P) and 8 
(7.8 atom%Ni, 1.7 atom%P vs. 14.2 atom%Ni) in the"'( pi1asc ex-
perimental evidence for Theorem 9 26 which states that t}1erc is ,10 re-
striction that prevents diffusion paths from crossing that begin fro• 
the same compositions and go to the isothcnn boGnJ3riL:s (O\~,i or O\P 















- -~---····-·-.,_...,,;.--___ --~ - -
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profiles will approach a straight line and they wi 11 not cross (couples 
9 and 2 in a phase Figure 19); however, wi1cn the ~.a.jor cocff:~:c:-*t.s 
differ largely in magnitude, as is tl,e case in the y pha . sc (Dii/D11 -
.014), the chances of intersection are good. 
According to Kirkaldy 1 s 3 "Isothermal Diffusion in ,-tulticonponcnt 
Systems" the cross coefficients Dik could possibly be csti;:a.tcci as a 
function of temperature using tl1e relation 
D.k/0 .. = a.k/T + b.k 1 11 1 1' (35) 
where aik and bik are determined from a common composition of 2 part.icu-
... ,.. . .. 
lar isotherms. This approach \'las applied to th<.: cross coc:tlc1cnts 
detennined at a common composition of ti1c 1100°( • -"\ "" __ .. ,., d.-. .u 








Measured a12, b12., a21 and b21 for a phase 




- .142 2270 
TABLE XI 
Measured a12, b12, a21 and b21 for y phase 
(l=P, 2=Ni, 3=Fc) 











. ··--- .._;_ -- ---
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In order to characterize the reliability of these parameters in 
predicting lower temperature cross cocffi cicnts, aik and b ik \ralucs 
were also calculated using tl1e 12. 5 ato::1~~~i and . 45 
at 1000°C and 900°C as well as at l 100°C a11d 900°C. 
d t O =~ \ p CO e f f i Ci C n t 5 
the parameters determined for the 3 different temperature combinations. 
TABLE XII 
Calculation of a 21 , b 21 parameters for 12.S atom~~Ni & .45 atow\P using the cross coefficient combinations at 1100°C & 1000°C, l 100°C f: 900°C, and 1000°C and 900°C. 
Temperature Combination a21 b21 02 16,.. e) O(. ::, "'• ,. 
1100°c 1000°s 
-166,226 128 - t s l - -. • - a - ... . .,.) ...... ·1' ' 
. ' .. 1000°C 900°C 
- . ' 40,726 .... ~ - ? :- ~ . ,· --: .• --..i • - -..)~. ~ ' I, .... ..) ,;. . ~ ,4 r...,..t 1100°c 900°C 
-54 621 47.0 - ' ,,-, X ~ 0 - 1, - -..) • .LU .l ,. ' ' 
The wide fluctuation in the interpolated D! 1 values for 650°C (Table 
XII) indicates that the temperature dependence of the cross coefficients 
cannot be approximated with any consistency by equation (35). 
B. !so-Diffusion Coefficient Contours 
Upon completion of the diffusion coefficient calculations, the 
values of all the coefficients were plotted as a function of cooposition 
on their corresponding isotherms. An ... ~ e :t rort ~..- as ma.de to draw· iso-dif-
fusion coefficient contours for eacl1 set of coefficicn:s as d0nc in 
both the Cu-Au-Ag21 and the Fe-Co-Ni 22 systems. Figures 27 and :s are 
the a phase iso-coefficient contours for tlle Dt 1 and 0~ 2 coefficients 
respectively. It can generally be said that bo:h :::1j or coc ff i cicnts 
increase with increasing P and Ni contents; ho'vl.~cvcr, the c,ost pro:101.. .... ,ccd 
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Sabatier noted in their Fe-Co-Ni paper, 22 a definit~ similarity between 
the Df 1 contours (Figure 27) and the D~ 2 (Fieurc 28) contours is found. 
In both figures the contours closely p~1ral lcl the a J)hasc solidus 
boundary. This evidence signifies tl"1at tl1c , .,., ... - .. .,. +. {" .. ;_l J.' ("' '\..1 I :1 •l. l or, 0 t l \.~ O' •- •- ·r-- _, Ii '-- ..,..J. '- ..... .._. • .., .-:, L. ..i • j. --~ ;H-.. .\-1 * 
diffusion coefficients on the basis of relative melting po1r1ts ;.s a 
~.~, /T relatively valid approximation (i.e. o-e-in. ). Since the solidus 
boundary runs roughly parallel to the X axis, these co:1tours indicate 
that the greatest change in the Df 1 and Di 2 cocffi ci cr1ts is dcpc:~\.ient on 
the changes in P compositions. T·he effect of ~i on the changes in ti1e 
coefficient values appears to be slight. Specifically, in Figure 27, 
Df1 increases by a factor of 60% relative from 2.15 .... •~ .,,.. 't: #S a •· O·····. ~) • ) .._ ·1 ..._ L • •' ., • I.. \__ ~-' • .i. •. , 
atom%P (constant Ni), whereas the increase in Of 1 as a fun.ct ion of Si 
content at any constant P% is no more tl1an a factor of !Oct relati\1c. 
D~ 1 ranges from a minimum value of .87 x 10- 6 0:1 2 /scc at 2.15 atoc\P to 
-a 2 a maximum value of 1. 67 x 10 cm /sec at 3 atom%P, l. 6 ato::/~:\i. .. ... r roQ 
Figure 28, the change in Di2 from 1.9 atom~~p to 3. 7 ato;:1\P (constant 
Ni) is a factor of 2.2. The change in Dl2 at constant P percents is 
only a factor of 40% increase. Overall, D1 2 ranged fror.1 a mini~um of 
-or 8.0 
cm.2/sec at 3.7 atorn%P, 1 atorn%Ni. Note that the deviatio11 in D1 2 as a 
function of composition is considerable compared to that in 0?1. 
Figures 29 and 30 contain the iso-cocfficicnt cont.ours for the 
a phase cross coefficients Df2 and D~1 respectively. '- r ' .,ot c t na. t 
type of similarity exists between the shapes of the 012 and D2 1 coritours 
as was observed for the major coefficient contours. 1ne segregation 
of positive cross coefficients in the center of the a phase surrouridc,d 
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·by negative coefficients is consistent in both Figures 29 and 30. nae 
values for both cross coefficients, ho,,,..cvcr, fluctuate as auch ns one 
order of magnitude. 
The y phase major coefficient contours are sho"~n in Figures 31 
and 32. There is a marked similarit)' bct\,;een th.csc contours ar,d the 
major coefficient contours in tl1c a phase. 31) and 
D12 (Figure 32) exhibit similar sha1)es as ,..;as the case for the J. 
coefficients. Both sets of contours closely parallel they phase solidus 
bolllldary which indicates a good correlation bct\•:ccn the isoti,crnal d.if-
fusion coefficients and the relative melting pt. >;otc the con-
tours not only ten·d to curve up close to the 
"f re; 1 on 
but also tend to fan out at the lo\.;er Tm, high \ .. ·t\ ~i regions .. ,\:s was 
~ ~ the case in the a phase, the change in Df: ~nd D22 as a fu11ction of 
composition in the y phase is primaril)' dc1)cndcnt 
Specifically, Figure 31 shows tl1at Di 1 increases rotlg_hl)~ ,.... . .A .... a :actor ot .> 
at constant Ni percents with P varying from O atom..t~p to l.S5 atoo\P. 
The increase in Di 1 ~ a function of vary·ing (, -i' ,0. cs.,_,;,':,'\,'; • , 14 3 \. •• • 1 a \.. u ,..,. ~ . , • .._ o . . 
atom%Ni) and constant P% is only a factor of 30\ relative. 
shown in Figure 31 to increase from a minimura of 2 .16 x 10- t J c::. 2 /sec 
at .OS atorn%P and 4.7 atomgoNi to a maximtun of 20.6 x 10- 1 c.icm 2 /scc at 
1.85 atom%P and 14.25 atom~oNi. Figure 32 illus::-~1:cs the increase in 
D!2 as a function of P% (09o to 1. 7 atom~~P) at constar1 t ~\i contc:·l~ :.0 be 
roughly a factor of 8. Di2 increases only a factor of 60\ for (:onstnnt 
P composition between 6.80 atornqo~i and 14.25 atom~o~i. Til.e overall 
fluctuation in D£2 is from a minimum of 0.31 x 10- 11 cm 2 /s at 8 atoa\Hi 











Note that the same comparison can be made between the relative values 
D~ 1 and Di 2 in the y phase as \ias made in t.l,c a phas c, narr~c ly· th at t-he 
change in D!2 as a function of composition is quite large co~;1a.rcd to 
h h . D3 t e c ange in 11. 
The cross coefficient plots for of 2 a.nd Dl 1 in y iron are given 
in Figure; 33 and 34. Due to the relatively fc 1,,; values obtained for 
these coefficients and the large scatter in the data, no coritours could 
be drawn for these plots. 
C. Cross Coefficients 
A relative comparison bet\t1een the cross and major coefficients 
in both a and y phases can more clearly be seen by . . ""f,. tac iso-coct 1-
cient contours (Figures 27-34). Very briefly, in the u phase Da2<<D11 
(Figures 27 and 29) and D2 1<<D22 (Figu1·cs In the '"'( phase 
• 
D12<<D11 (Figures 31 and 33) and D21>D22 (Figures 34 a.nd Of 
particular interes.t is the size of tl1e y phase Di 1 cross co,efficien~. 
Four of the 7 values were on a par \•lith their corrcs1)onding Dii \~alues 
at 10- 11 cm2 /s, whereas 3 of the cross coeffi cicnts \1icrc cal cul at ed to 
be as large as l0- 10 cm2 /s. The reason for this large cross cf:7cct can 
be explained through an observation of the relationship between equation 
(16) rewritten in the following fonn 
3 
= D21 (36) 
and they phase composition contours in Figure 20. FTom Figure 20. one 
can roughly calculate a value for dc1/dc2 along any· one of ti1c ~,gul ar 









of the P and Ni atoms, dc1/dc2 is consistently of the order of .03 to 
.06. Generally the quantity ~2 - D~ 2 is of tt1c sarnc order of cat:nitude 
·as· D3 · . . 22 • For example the ~2 value for cou1)lc 4 in rif~t1rc 
section point g was 1. 321 x 10- 11 cm2 /sec. Di 2 for tr1is l)·oint .,.a.s deter-
and when this value is divided by a dc 2 /<lc 1 value of .OS, we get 
Dl1 = 20(4>2 - Di2) = 9.82 x 10- 11 which is a1)proxiznatcl)· 6 ti;::es the 
size of D!2. 
In the Results section of this paper, it was graphically illus-
trated (Figures 19 and 20) that no Darken upl1il l di :~ft~sion took jll ace 
in either o. or y phases. From Section I IB (Bac.~grcl::1d), it r,..·as csti -
3 
- 9 ') mated that for the a phase D12 must be > 1. 51 x 10 an~ /sec and for the 
y phase DI 2 must be >1.74 x 10- 11 cm 2 /s in order to obscr,lc an u;;1hill 
diffusion effect. From the a phase Df 2 • czln oe 
seen that all but one of the calculated 
the theoretically required value. As for tl1c y phase, the Df 2 ~'alucs 
fluctuated widely as a function of composition b;..1t rc~;1incd oai nly on 
the order of 10- 12cm2 /sec, 2 orders of magni tu<lc less t:1ar1 its :~~.a._;or 
coefficient Df1. It should be noted that Kirkaldy's U?hill diffusion 
equation for oj 2 (constant P couple "''ere developed uJ1dcr t?1c ass\..tQption 
that D£1 = 0 (See Appendix B). ., . .- ·- . 
. . ... " .. s 1 ;''' "'). Ll "'· .~. .i. Lili •.. U i l 
• t • C)c:, av 1 or Al thougr1 no Ll}J11 i 11 
was found, the application of this analysis to tr1c constant P\ .. , . ua. r~ en 
couple was apparently invalid. 
D. Sources of Error 
The accuracy of the diffusion calculations made in this paper 
can be characterized through a discussion of the va.rious sources of 
'I 
. - -- -
- -·-------- ' ... 
·, 
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errors. Generally these errors fall into three categories: those in-
valved in diffusion times and tcmpcratu1·cs, those from tr1c ,.tatano ana-
lysis calculation, and those frorr. act i \rat ia: cnc:-z:/ • ...... .. , ···l d--•~U ~1 . :.l calculations • 0 
The errors in time and temperature ca.."1 be ~ ~, o· ..... ~, -J J • • ... . • to DC 
For instance, it was observed tl1at the tir.1e for diffusion counl cs to 
• 
reach the temperature of diffusion \.,1 as ~lJ)proximatcly~ 5 minutes. 
Assuming a conservative estimate of 10 r.1ir1utcs, ai1d 1.;.s i :1,;: :,:,c shortest 
time of diffusion in this research (1100°C, a pr1ase ~ cou:1 i cs 
.. 
an error of approximately 1. Sgo in the measured diffusion coefficient wa.s 
calculated. This calculation \t1as done by~ substituting a tir:,e vari~ce 
of 600 seconds for a particular couple into cqt.1at1on (15). /\S for 
errors in temperature, a close monitoring of the char·t recorder indi-
cated a fluctuation in temperature of not more tl1an :.t2°C. Assu.-:iing an 
activation energy of approximately 45,000 calorics (about ti1c \~aluc ob-
tained in this paper for diffusion of P in a r:·e), tr1is "':2 ° c: 
in temperature is equivalent to a S~o ci1ange in tl1c measured .. .. ,..,. ......., ,J~ ........ c. /'\-1111°"'1: \....,.,"" • i..• • .l;. u,, 
coefficient. This calculated S~o er·ror" is a ratl1er conservative esti-
mate since the temperature in the diffusion Eu1·n~1ccs generally va.ried 
sinusoidally in time about the average terapcraturc. 
The greatest source of error in calculating diffusion coefficient.s 
lies in the Matano analysis itself. 1l1is ana1,~sis requires the deter-
mination of 4 slopes on concentration vs. dist~:1ce • ZiI1d C 2. VS • 
in order to obtain one coefficient (See Section i\'B). 1\ co;:ruJiz1at ion 
of large grid (1 '' by l ") graph paper and the mirror technique ,.... a.s used 
for calculating the slopes. After repeated measurements, at least a S\ 
error was encountered per slope measurement. By sul)s~ i tu.tir1g into 







slope measurements for a particular couple, a compounded error of 20\ 
was detennined. This is precisely \i,'h)' <lc::/<lc~ shot1lJ be calculated froa 
• 




ratio of the 2 measured slopes dc2 / <lx and dc1 / dx. A rclativclv c~n-4 
servative estimat·e for the . max1n1u:n total error involved in the coeffi-
cient calculations would be roughly 25%. 
An effort was made to d1aracte1 .. ize the error of t,hc nctivat.ion 
energy and D values tabulated in Tables \'II and \'III. Tnis was dono 0 
by drawing the worst possible straight lir1(! thro1..1gi, each set of 3 data 
points. The results are tabulated below in ·rablc XIII. 
TABLE XIII 
Estimate of errors for calculated Q and D values. 0 
Coefficient c1 (atom%) c2 (atom~6) Q(cals) Q(crror,cals) D 
0 
-
DPFe 2.2 0.0 47,100 + lOC ·: 
- ,.u \.! .319 
Dt1 2.3 0.5 52,800 +")o··°'I/~ 
- .... U .. J 3.09 D!2 2.3 0.5 54,950 :tlOOO l.SS 
Df1 .45 6.0 59 soo , ±3000 3.35 D!2 .45 6.0 78 000 
' 
±3000 13. o.: 
D!2 . 45 12.0 75,000 ±3000 11. 53 
Do error 
.. 
'"'· . ., J, 
... .. \.._,' 
... ~ , 6 ~·· ........ 
• 1 ... 
- . .) 
• !"" "') 




The tabulated error limits in this table can be shown to produce 
diffusion coefficients within the total conscn'ative 
error of 25%. Note that the ±Q values aI·c larQ'c cnot1;rh t:~;,t no real .:_.'"'t ... "' 
statement as to the change in Q \.;ith respect to relative ::lcltinf: ,1oint.s 
can be made (i.e. tili/Tm ~ constant). For example, in Figure 23, the 
DFeP activation energies slightly decrease as P contc:».t :::crea.scs. Re-




P content increases the Tm decreases. Since 68/Tm - constant, as Tm 
decreases the liH should also decrease. Frora ·rablc XIII Q for OPFc has 
the limits of ±1000 cals. which indicates that al 1 3 cur~,/cs in Figure 23 
can be considered as 1 with a Q of 47,000 cals +1000 cals. 
Another possible source of error in this rcsearcl1 was the chance 
of grain boundary diffusion of P in y Fe. 
presented evidence of large quantities of 
I l e,,·'·~ S ·~ l t c- d 27 n ~}D.) __ c1 t)c ana 
_ .. h a."l ron 
P in Fe at temperatures below 1100°C. This possible cxt)la._r1a.tion for the . 3 bad D11 data point in Figure 26 \vas discaI·dcd after a mctallographic and 
microprobe examination of the 2 particular (18 ~ 20) involved. First of all the grain sizes of these couples \,ere on the order o{ 500 
microns in diameter. Secondly, the microprobe mecl1anical cc·11"': S J 
........ .._ .. 
' 
i: "Jcroen-
' l l dicular to diffusion direction) across the grain bounda.ries in the 










E. Phosphide Growth Calculatio11 in v Pl1ase 
ld . d O . 1 . 2 S 1 • • 1 Go stein an g1 vie in tl1e1r artlc e, "Electron ~!icro-
·analysis of Metallic ?,,1eteorites ", have presented a m..1ti,cr.~1.ttca: aruilys11 
of phosphide growth in alpha iron. F'rcrin tt1is analysis tttc probable 
nucleation temperature and the size of the ,fl .. • • D ·1 o- s· ") ··~ · ·' -. t~ ~.-,,,,.._i...C 
"" .,.,. J"'V • c for ~ .. -  ,.r-. .. i - -
' . 
. . . 
'\,,* ;1 ~ l:. :i 
various times were estimated. Several assumptions .ere of course 
necessary, namely: 
1. The binary diffusion co-efficient of FeNi D(Ni,a) • 1.4 
:Eµtp (-58,700 RT) (Herano et al. 1961) was the "I! "' • )'Ill .- ') .... ~· r , . - · ·· --· • :'\ C t ,,.,,,,. L I.. ~ • i... i... .1. .i.. • • •• r', "- u, 
-VA. • 
This was chosen since the diffusion of P to the phospi1ide is w;uci1 
faster than that of Ni 
• 
• 2. Phosphides form on the temperature range of 750 to 35o•c 
3. The cooling curve for meteoritic bodies in tt1is tcr::pcr.:1ture 
range is linear 
4. Phosphide growth can be analyzed as planar interface grc,wth. 
From the Ni composition profile in Figure 35 the initial ar.d boundar·y 
conditions can be distinguished as 
• 
t = 0, X > 0, C = C ' t > 0, x • ", C • C' Ct Ct , ":, Cl (37) 
By· applying these boundary conditior-.s for grcr..:ttl of a planar 
interface at a constant temperature, the phosp11ide grO".:th, as n fur,ctiOD 
of time and temperature was calculated from Jost (1960) 
C = A + B enf ( x/2/ D t ) a a a et (38) , 
















·c is the composition of the alpha iron (ka.macite). The movement of a 
the interface was determined from the equ.ation 
~ = 2y / D t 
Ci • (39) 
Using condition (37) and equations (38) and (39) and a ma•• 
balance equation 
(Cll - C') 
:y can be found from 
d~ 
at D ( oC ) a ox x > t 







- cl (41) 
The equivalent time at temperature was calculated from the equation 




where S = the linear cooling rate from the nucleation temperature T, 
0 
and Q is the activation energy for diffusion. The calculated t c<it1iv 
value represents the equivalent time for complete phosphide grOtJth at 
the nucleating temperature T. 
0 
Since most Fe meteorites contain f·rom 5-307. Ni, it can be seen 
from Figure 36 that phosphide nucleation and g·rowth ;.;ould also to.Kc 
place from they phase. Following Goldstein and Ogilvie's a.n.alysi.s-
closely, an effort was made to characterize phos~):1:..dc ·grO"-:th in the y 
phase of the Fe-Ni-P system. Only one nuclea ti-;:1g temperature. 650°C 
will be used in this calculation. An average composition of 12 vt 7. Hl, 




for diffusion for this y phase composition were determined in th'i.a 
thesis. From Figure 36 it can be seen tl1a t a 12:,~ :; i, .2 57. ? alloy doe• 
lie in they+ phosphide 2 phase region. Assu~ing a tic line ?ara::cl 
to the 3 phase a+ y + Ph boundary, appr~Aim.ate solubility 1L4its for 
the phosphide can be calculated. These solubility limits are 
11 C = 15.S wt% P = 25.0 atom% P p 
CNill = 11.S wt% Ni 
Cl= .15 wt% P = p .27 
1 CNi = 12.0033 wt% Ni 
9.80 atom 1. Ni 
atom fl"/ p IO '-
= 11.45 atom 9t Ni 
In order to study the effect of cross coefficients on the phosphide 
growth, P diffusion can no longer be ign0rc:ci i~-: t.:hc ana l}1 S is. Two 
mass balance equations, one for P atoms and a second for Si atoc:..s ._ere 
constructed as follows: 
(C 11 _ C 1) .9i. 













11 1 11 1 where (CP , CP) and (CNi , CNi) are the solubility limits detcn:1ined 
from a straight line equation of the assumed tie line in Figure 36. 
The projected Ni and P composition conto,urs of the phosphide are abOWD. 
in Figure 37. • 
.. 
" :i 
From the Results section 
12 atom % Ni 
and 
12 atom% Ni 
Therefore at 650°C 
= 








3.35 e -59,800 
RT 
.~. 
Using the cross coefficient parameters that were determined in the 
Results section 
:s.·o 
( -67. 3 ) T + .059 
D 3 = -3.78 x 10-16 cm2/s 12 
.. 
orders of magnitude less than 011
3
, the term 
equation (43) will initially be assu:-ued to 
equal O. Therefore equation (43) reduces to an analogous equation to 
Sinc-e D12 
3 
• roughly 2 l.S 
Dl2 
3 oCNi 
• X OX in 
3 equation (40) where n11 is used instead of the binary interdiffus1oo 




(C 11 _ C 1) 
p p 
ds 





Consequently, y for the P case can be calculated from equation (41) 
• 
= .0037 
Assuming a linear cooling from 750°C to 350°C for a ti.me period of 108 
years we have 
.S · = 400°C/3 .154 x 1015 sec/108 yrs 
-13 
= l.268xl0 °/sec 
'.and t . can be calculated from equation '42) usi.ng Q for they pbaaa · .. · · equ1.l ,. 
»11




14 2.25 x 10 sec 
From equation (39) we have 
calculated to be = 184~. 





- = dt 
Substitution of the appropriate values gives 
dS 
-17 
= 4.05 x 10 cm/s -dt 
and therefore-, can be 





for C 11 - C 1 p p 3 and n11 at 650°C into equation (45) 
(in atom %) , -dt oC 
-... 
to get p 
ox • 037 atom io/cm. -- Assuming that r• '- . "-" ~· -dt is the same for 
b th N · d P d o t ~ f om r · 
..., 7 C ~ ... _. l l • 11 • 5 .... t '· 
o 1 an cases an n ing r , , J... 1.gurc ) .
If' 
• .Ji. 
(9.80 atom%) and 
equation (44) 
-
12.0033 wt% (11.45 atom 4) 
-6.68 X 10-l] = 2.55 X 10-l] + .037 (46) 
·. The cross coefficient for 021
3 has been calculated for 6so•c 
according to the particular 1100°c, 1000°c or 900°C coefficients used 
for its determination. A brief summary of tl1is du ta fol lcr,.;s: 
T 0 of coefficients used for calculation s 
1100 - 1000°c 
1000 - 900°c 
1100 - 900°c 
D 3 c ,,. ,- 'J O ..... ) i . . 215 21 O)l ~ n cm 
-1 "l'J . ~ .... 
2.51 X 10-lb 
-3.10 X 10-l 6 




-1.32 x 10 cm /S 
• -· .• 71 atom %/cm, 
for = 
.. 



















-3.l x 10 cm /S = 
= -2.17 atom %/cm 
Note that oCNi ox maintains a negative sig·n regardless of the 
sign of the calculated cross coefficient This is consistent with 
Figure 37, which shows that the gradie11t of the P diffusion zone is 
opposite from that of the Ni diffusion. zone. 
It can be seen from equation (46) that if the cross coefficient. 
is negative (1100 - 1000°C and 1100 - 900°C cases), its contribution 
the flux of Ni • the growth ,.. • ' . ' • ~ " 1 •· C ... Ii- :l C C ~.,ill 
:to atoms in or tne D ·10 "~ '') ,, · ,. ' • t I J t· d .4..\...al.: ...... ' i.... ....... ~--
be additive. If D21 
3 
• positive, the • - • i ~. ,.. · "' ,... ~ ;1 C " - ~ l l.S grOw'tn Ot •• I'\ C • • i I; 
..... '. ••'-<-=• """ C ...... 
be hindered. The following table reflects the effect of the cross 
coefficient in the phosphide growth using all 3 T0 ranges and equation 
(46) in the form 
-6.68 X 10-17 n22 flux + 
10-17 oCN. i, i! l. 
ox' 











Used (cm2 /S) 
-1.32 X 10-15 
2.Sl·x 10-16 
-3.10 X 10-16 
Using B12
3 















D22 flux D21 
-1.82 X 10-17 
-4.88 
-7. 6 X 10-17 
.93 
















-16 2 10 cm /S we can test the origin.al aasu.mp• 
ox a O in equation (43). The results are 
3 0 12 flux term 
oCN . 
~1. atom %/cm 
~ 
-.71 2.68 .. _,~~b ¥ ... u ... 
·5 .... ;, 
-2.98 1.13 ... .,,,.,..., 4. ... ,U .. .... .. ·-
-2.17 8.20 X 10-16 
3 oCD It can be shown from equation (43) that the n11 ax flux 
term -15 cm - atom% 3 dCJ.;i ... = l x 10 • As a result, the 012 .. ::lux Sec ~v 
"'-,,,.,;}l,• .. term should not be neglected because it increases the binary flux 
equation (45) anywhere from 29% to 110% • 
Neglecting the n21 and n12 flux terms in equations (43 and(44) 
ds 
-dt for equation (43) -17 • 4.05 X 10 









' ! I . 
I 
... 
dS for equation (44) -dt 
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-17 
.14 X 10 . 
By plugging 1n 
. Intuitively, these 2 terms should be equal. 
oCNi values for ox in both equations (43) and (:.!.), t tncsc dt tcnu 
will converge to one value. In other tt1e ac tu.:1 l <s) 
of the phosphide precipitate will be somewl1ere bet"ween . . ttlC S i.ZC 
calculated for the binary FeP case (equation 45) ar·,d the size calcu• 










(1) 1100°C iso-diffusion coefficient contours run nearly 
parallel to the a and y solidus boundaries in • t t1c The 
parallel nature of these constant coefficient cor1tot1rs (......,, co:1:;t:1:;t i>) 
indicates that P has a large effect on increasing t:1e diffusion ::ates 3 3 of the n11 and n22 major coefficients (P=l, ~i=2, Fc~3). ..... .. ~ J..11 o "" n c r 
d h . . n3 d n3 . 
. 
. . . 
wor s, t e increase 1.n 11 an 22 is cons1.stent w1tti tnc 
of the a and y phase solidus boundaries with increasing i1 content. 
3 3 
The effect of Ni content on the diffusion rates of the 0 11 and 022 coefficients is comparatively small. 
(2) 3 n22 increases about an order of magnitude in the v phase 
with the addition of up to 1.7 atom% or 1.0 wt.%P at constant Ni con-
tents. The increase of D~2 in the a phase for consta~t ~i contents 
was a factor of 2.2 between l.9/atom%P (1 wt.%P) and 3.7 at~~k? (2.wt.%P). nf1 increased a factor of 3 in they phase and about 60l. 
in the a phase with an increase of 1 wt.%P at constant Ni content. 
3 3 (3) The ratio of n22 /n11 for they phase was 0.014. 
ratio for the a phase was 0.25 • 
(4) The temperature dependence of the ternary major diffuaioo 
coefficients are as follows (atom%): 
(a) n3a • 3.09exp(-52,800 ! 2,000/RT) 11 (.Si'oNi,2 .3%P) 
C 
(b) D3ct 
22 (.SioNi,2 .3%P) + = l.88exp(-54,950 - l,000/RT) 













(d) D22 (l2'7..Ni,. 4S%P) = ll.53exp(-75,000 - 3,000/RT) 
(e) n3Y 
22 (6%Ni, .45%P) + = 13.04exp(-78,000 - 3,000/RT) 
The temperature dependence for the binary interdiffusion 
coefficient of P and Fe is 
D = 0.290exp(-47,000 ! 1,000/RT). FeP(l.95% - 2.30%P) 
(5) No Darken - uphill diffusion effect was observed in either 
ex or y phases. In general, this result was attributed to the fact that 
the cross coefficients in both phases were too s:nall to produce a 




(6) Cross coefficients in the Ci phase were consistently l to 2 
orders of magnitude less than their corresponding major coefficients. 
3 
n21 in they phase was equal to or greater than its corresponding ~Jor 
coefficient n;2 • whereas the 3 n12 coefficient was appreciably str.alle.r 
(2 orders of magnitude) than 3 
D11• 
(7) The Kirkaldy equation for the temperature dependence of 
cross coefficients 
Dik/Dii = aik/T + bik 
could not be substantiated with the values obtained in this research. 
(8) 3 The effect of the n21 cross coefficient in they phase 
on phosphide precipitate growth is s ignif ic0.:1t co:.:pared to calculatioa1 
using the binary FeNi or FeP interdiffus ion coefficients. 
• 
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Boltzmann-Matano Analysis Applied to the Ternary Fick's 2nd Lav Equation 
s·imilarly 
Substituting equations (2), (3) and (4) into equation (1) we get 
Taking the integral of both sides of equation (S) we have 
C1 
• (6) · ~112 Adc1 = Dl1 dc1/dA + D}2 dc2/dA + 
C1 




· max = f (cf,) into equation (4) we get 
8cPmax. = a (erf A ;2ro11 - erf A /21'"°022) max max 
Referring to the fact that 
and 
where 
= c20-c21/2 (D12/D11)l/¢ 
1/$-1 
K(q,) 











Using equation (17), one of the parabolic solutions to Fie.ks' 2nd law / 
ternary diffusion equations, we can obtain a value for ncPmax· 
(17) c1 = a erf A/2../u + b erf A/lu + c 
Since c10-c11 = 0 and D21 = 0 it can be easily shown that 
a = D 1 2 Cc 2 o - c 2 1) / 2 ( D 1 1 - D 2 2) = - b , u = D f 1 ar1 d \' = D ! 2 
aerf _A __ 
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